Peter Maxwell Davies' CINDERELLA
with Samuel Barber's A Hand of Bridge

Presented by the Music 32 Vocal Masterclass
Sunday, June 10 at 5:00pm
Conrad Prebys Concert Hall
MUS32 Vocal Masterclass
Final Performance

Sunday, June 10, 2018 – 5:00pm
Conrad Prebys Concert Hall

Cinderella (1980)                    Peter Maxwell Davies (1934-2016)
Cast:

Ian Barker (Train, Kitten, Field Marshall)
Adrian Chan (David; Train, Kitten, Prince)
Jennifer Colin (Widow Grumble, Admiral)
Lizze Fisher (Geraldine; Train, Cat, Commander in Chief)
Joseph Garcia (Bill; Train, Herald)
Martha Hartt (Cinderella)
Lauren Jue-Morrison (Dragonia)
Teagan Rutkowski (Medusa)
Danlei Zhao (Sally; Hecate)

with Siu Hei Lee, piano

Kirsten Ashley Wiest, director
Siu Hei Lee, music director
Jessica C. Flores, lights
Annie Le, costumes
Dorottya Vincze, assistant costumer

Contact us for information on upcoming concerts:
Music Box Office: (858) 534-3448 | http://music.ucsd.edu/concerts
Audience members are reminded to please silence all phones and noise-generating devices before the performance, and to remain seated during the performance. As a matter of courtesy and copyright law, no unauthorized recording or photography is allowed in the hall. UC San Diego is a non-smoking campus.
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